1. In his notable memoir on the Bessel Functions,* Sonine proves the elegant result that
When t -TO is 0 or a positive integer p, the hypergeometric function here is a rational integral function of fi, and we have
(5) The integral (1) or the series (2) is convergent if m> -£, unless one of the three a, b, c or OL, /3, y is equal to the sum of the other two; in the latter case we must have m > £, and the value of the integral or series is then zero.
The results (1) and (2) admit of specially simple treatment in the symmetrical case (m = 0), and we will consider this case first. (3) -1), where n, p, g are positive integers whose sum is even. If one of the three integers n, p, q is greater than the sum of the other two, the value of the integral is zero, as the formula itself shows.
The definition taken for i>? (/*) is * Hence we can easily calculate the density of the surface distribution on the plane a = 0 which will produce the potential given when a > 0 by
Let C be the centre of the circle of radius 6, OC = a, P a point on this circle, OP = p, angle OCP=if>. The circle of radius p about 0 cuts the circle about G at a second point P'. The two elements at P and P 1 have together a mass d\j//w, which is distributed over an area 2irp dp, giving a surface density _ 2TT>P dp' Now, geometrically, ody
where A is the area of the triangle OPC. This potential on the axis can be produced by unit mass on the sphere r = 1 at angular distance a. from the axis; and it will be a symmetrical potential if the unit mass is distributed uniformly round the axis. Hence 2 r-*-
is the potential at angular distance 6 from the axis due to unit mass distributed uniformly over the rim of the circle (r= 1, 0 = <*•).
is a symmetrical harmonic whose value on the axis is 2 r-*-1 P p (cos a.) P p (cos £) ;
by the preceding case this value on the axis will be produced by unit mass distributed uniformly over the rim of a circle of angular radius /3 with centre at angular distance a. from the axis. Take «• i /?. If, now, any element of this unit mass at angular distance $ from the axis be distributed uniformly over the rim of the circle (r=\, 6 = 6), the potential will be symmetrical, and its value on the axis will not be changed. Let 0 be the point (r = l, 0 = 0), C the pole of the circle of radius P, P a point on this circle, and, in the spherical triangle OCP, 0C = OL, CP = (3, 0P= 6, angle OCP = xf>.
The circle of radius 6 about 0 cuts the circle about C at a second point P'. The two elements at P and P have a mass dif'/ir, which is distributed over an area 2ir sin 6 dd, giving the surface density 1 <ty <T~2 T z sin6 dd' But cos 6 = cos a. cos P + sin a. sin /? cos ^, sin 6 dd -sin a. sin j8 sin \ so that 1 <T = 2s-2 sin a. sin p sin ^1
. O. + /3-6 . 6 + P-a. . Now, since the potential is 2 r~^ P p (cos 6) P p (cos a) P p (cos /8), (r > 1) p=0 and 2 r* P p (cos 0) P p (cos oc. ) P p (cos P), r < 1), we have / r = 1 + 2 (2/> + 1) P p (cos e; P p (cos a.) P p (cos j 5. In order to arrive at the general results (1) and (2) we have to consider harmonic functions of the type p e J<(p, z), which we will call harmonics of rank m. A harmonic of this type, unless m happens to be an integer, requires for its full exhibition a space winding about the axis of z, in-which the variable <f> ranges from -oo. to + oo . If D is the distance from (/>, <f>, z) to (/>' , <j>, z'), the potential 1/Z> has a unit singularity of the first order not only at (p', <j>', e'), lur also at ip. <f>' + 2kw, z'), where k is any integer. The potential having unit singularity of the first order at (p' t <j>', z') alone is known, but instead of assuming this knowledge we prefer to investigate independently an expression for an equally fundamental potential which has a linear distribution of singularities of the first order, of linear density e tm<^/ a, on the rim of the circle,
This potential may be constructed in the following way. Begin with the ordinary physical case of matter distributed with linear Now regard ^ as a complex variable, and the integral / as a complex integral taken along the straight path from ^ to <f> t in thê plane. The integrand has branch points where <f> = 2for + <j> ± ia.. In the >p plane draw crosscuts parallel to the imaginary axis, to + oo i from the branch points with positive imaginary part, and to -oo i from the branch points with negative imaginary part. Then take j L_ f the path being from fa + co i to fa, then from fa to fa,, then from fa to fa + oo i. The contributions to «/ from the first and third parts of the path are harmonic functions having no singularity (outside the axis p = 0) when <f> lies between fa and fa, even when a. = 0. Thus the harmonic function J has (outside the axis) the same singularity as /, when <x. = 0 and <f> lies between fa and fa. But, contracting the path of J until it just skirts the crosscut through <j> + leu, we find J = _ 2 _ r /»*.-»*, J(2ap) J o */(cosh D -cosh <x) J, being proportional to e""^, and having the singularity required when <£ is between fa and fa, has the proper singularity for all values of fa
In (13) 
Similarly, by putting in (14) u + J n 2 -2u cosh a. + 1 = w, find
By adding (15) and (16) Comparing with (18) and (19) we infer that and that each of the functions of (23) 
